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i think that this book would have been much better if more of his personal life was included and less of his philosophy. however, i think that the philosophy is something that everyone can relate to. and if youre
looking to think about your life and how you can live it, then you can benefit from dr. carson (as well as from the other people he references in the book) by checking out created equal. the most important thing
about any book is the author, and he does it so well. i think that this book would have been much better if more of his personal life was included and less of his philosophy. however, i think that the philosophy is
something that everyone can relate to. and if youre looking to think about your life and how you can live it, then you can benefit from dr. carsons philosophy by checking out created equal. what are the first few
things that come to mind when you think of a neurosurgeon? of course, we think of cutting into the brain, but what about the intelligence and talent that it takes to become a surgeon? what do neurosurgeons
do? these are the first few paragraphs of his book and they set the tone for his book, it starts off by saying, i am not much for new age stuff, i am not much for waiting around for something to happen in your
life, i don't believe in luck, i don't think it's all about me, i am the kind of person who gets things done. i am honest with myself and with others, i am not a good deal unless i keep my word, i don't look at the
surface, i am not easily distracted. what do you think of dr. carson's philosophy? i enjoyed reading dr. carson's book and the chapter i have read was very inspirational and gave me much to think about. i like

that dr. carson has set out goals for himself that he is going to keep working on until he reaches his goal.
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this summary of gifted hands: the ben carson story includes quotes, themes, and topics for
discussion that will enhance your understanding of the book. this section contains information to
help you analyze and understand the theme, plot, characters, setting, and style of this work of

literature. this summary provides you with a wealth of information to help you understand this book.
this section may include a quote, a theme, topics for discussion, themes with supporting examples,
and a detailed analysis of the work. the “topics for discussion” section typically includes relevant
questions, quotes, themes, and/or concepts that provide a framework for lively discussion. the
“themes with supporting examples” section provides instances from the work that support or
highlight the themes reflected in the summary section. additional “topics for discussion” are

compiled in the center column of the summary. you may want to use them as a guideline for your
discussion, or you may want to create your own topics. we hope you find this summary helpful. we
welcome your comments and feedback. this is an abridged version of the study guide. study guide
questions for gifted hands: the ben carson story by ben carson. ben carson grows up in a poverty-
stricken detroit, with his mother, hildy, and his older brother, curtis. after 9 years of hardships, and
his father, ernest, abandoning them, ben's mother is unable to provide for her children. he has an

interest in medicine from a young age, and, at age 14, he begins taking classes at the university of
michigan. during his freshman year, he meets christine taylor, his future wife, and she too is

attending the university of michigan. the two fall in love, and, as the story unfolds, he goes on to
graduate from college with honors and receives a scholarship to attend johns hopkins medical

school. after graduating, carson goes to johns hopkins medical school and is told by an associate
that a surgery should be performed that, if done, will allow for the removal of the tumor in a

patient’s brain. the patient has seizures, a tumor in his brain and is in need of surgery. however, the
chance of survival without the surgery is small. 5ec8ef588b
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